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Abstract—Cloud services are often distributed across several data centers requiring new scalable approaches to efficiently perform searching to reduce the energy and price cost of fulfilling requests. Multiagent-based systems have arisen as a powerful technique for improving distributed processing on a wide scale, which can operate in environments where partial observability is the norm and the cost of prolonged search can be exponential. In this paper, we present a multiagent-based service composition approach, using agent-matchmakers and agent-representatives, for the efficient retrieval of distributed services and propagation of information within the agent network to reduce the amount of brute-force search. Our extensive simulation results indicate that by introducing localised agent-based memory searches, the amount of actions (with their associated energy costs) can be reduced by over 50% which results in a lower energy cost per composition request.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In a short period of time, the use of cloud computing to benefit from features like elastic and pay-per-use resources (whether software, platform, or infrastructure) has dramatically increased. For instance, this use has generated £35 billion revenues in Europe by end of 2014 [1]. Elasticity permits to scale up/down resources according to changing users’ (more/less) demands. Pay-per-use allows organizations to cut down operation costs by using resources whenever there is a need (like car rental). Along with these 2 features, cloud advocates regularly convey the message that cloud resources from one particular provider are sufficient for satisfying a user’s demands. Unfortunately, this is not always the case; first, users do not like to be locked into one particular cloud provider1; and second, users’ demands are more and more complex requiring the collaboration of several independent cloud providers [3], [4].

Also, Buyya et al. [5], [6] discuss the difficulty that the cloud application service (Software-as-a-Service, SaaS) providers encounter to meet the Quality of Service (QoS) for all their customers, due to the fact that no single cloud provider is able to establish their data centers at all possible locations across the whole world. Hence, the use of services of multiple cloud service providers is deemed necessary as, together, they can provide better support for their specific consumer needs.

There is a consensus in the ICT community that any open environment like the Internet, requires a central authority that would, among other things, oversee all operations and guarantee fairness to all contributing parties. In our proposed multi-cloud environment, we refer to the central authority as matchmaker whose main role is to bridge the gap between cloud users and cloud providers despite their conflicting interests. Indeed, cloud users aim at minimizing expenditures along with securing high-quality services2; and, cloud providers aim at maximizing revenues along with consuming less energy that would be due to data processing, storage, and transfer between facilities (aka data centers) hosting cloud resources. Being energy efficient (aka green), in compliance with different regulations, has become of a paramount importance to all cloud stakeholders. The 2011 report of PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency and JRC European Commission [7] insist on reducing energy consumption in order to decrease CO₂ emission volume by 15-30% before 2020 [8]. In this paper, we examine how to achieve an energy efficient multi-cloud service collaboration. We advocate for software agents as potential candidates for running this collaboration. They

1. According to a Logicworks survey by Wakefield Research, “78% of IT decision makers believe that concerns about vendor lock-in preventing their organisation from maximising the benefits of cloud resources. This means that the majority of IT leaders consciously choose not to fully invest in cloud, because they value long-term vendor flexibility over long-term cloud success” [2].

will (i) act on behalf of all stakeholders so their anonymity is maintained, (ii) be proactive when they respond to certain events like sudden increase in energy consumption, (iii) coordinate their activities with other peers, and (iv) memorize past behaviours and act accordingly.

A quick literature review reveals that existing service composition practices over the clouds overlook the energy aspect. This management is directly dependent on the locations and size of cloud data centers [9] along with the volume of data that needs exchange increasing network traffic. Some statistics indicate that cloud use increased from $16 billion in 2008 to $42 billion in 2012, and more rapidly thereafter [10]. This rapid growth in services over clouds (referred to as cloud services in the rest of this paper) has generated £35 billion revenues just in Europe by end of 2014 [1]. This paper presents and evaluates an energy-conscious, distributed multi-agent based approach for composing cloud services. Agents are potential candidates for tackling the challenges of this composition. First, agents would act on behalf of composition’s stakeholders by ensuring their anonymity. Second, agents would be proactive by taking preventive actions in response to certain events like sudden increase in energy consumption.

Our contributions are manifold including: (i) a novel multi-agent approach to performing Web services composition, (ii) a relaxable approach to fulfilling compositions based on the user’s requirements of either an energy efficient or cost efficient search, and (iii) to reduce the number of energy footprint of performing Web service compositions by up to 50% through our agent-based memory-driven approach. Our agents can communicate with each other providing a memory-driven approach in which each agent is aware about its surrounding and the energy activities with the data centers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works on agents and service computing in brief. Section 3 presents the problem addressed along with the formal definition of service composition problem. Section 4 explains the model of processing Web service composition problem using intermediate agents, and introduces the proposed algorithms and a case study to illustrate the multiagent-based approach. Section 5 describes the implemented simulator, followed by the testing and evaluation of energy efficiency and price efficiency in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and draws up some future work.

2 Agents and Services: A Brief Overview

Blending agent computing with service computing (with focus on Web services) has been around for many years as per the large number of scientific events that took place (e.g., ESAS2014, ICWS2014, IEEE/WIC/ACM ICWI, IEEE/WIC/ACM/WIAT, and ICEBE2017), some self-organized international venues such as Agent-Based Service Oriented Computing, and Extent Web services technologies: the use of multi-agent approaches, and some other references [11]–[14]. Agents help address different issues such as how to agentify Web services, how to inject semantics into Web services, how to build robust Web services, how to develop communities of Web services, just to cite some. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are not serious efforts into addressing energy consumption in a multiple cloud-based service composition environment. Although competition is always healthy, multiple clouds would require criteria to select the best scheduling for optimized involvement, to address their (semantic) conflicts, to ensure their coordination, etc. All these criteria will have an impact on energy consumption.

Gutierrez-Garcia et al. [15], [16] propose a Multi-Agent System (MAS) for service composition in cloud computing. This composition is augmented in 2 orientation horizontal composition where integration of heterogeneous services (e.g., storage and compute) that satisfy a user request are scattered across several clouds; or vertical composition where homogenous services/resources are put together to expand the capacity of a given cloud node rather than satisfying an external request (e.g., augmenting storage capacity by adding new storage data centers [17]).

Parhi et al. [18], [19] use software reputation agents to analyze the popularity of Web services and rank them accordingly using user feedback and statistical information. In this case, the behavior of individual users is tracked and analyzed with focus on Web services’ QoS properties. The model aims at reducing the amount of search for a service composition over the network of multiple clouds using a number of specialized agents.

Cloud service negotiation mechanisms and strategies, to establish Service Level Agreements (SLAs) among the cloud stakeholders (i.e., consumers, brokers, and providers) for service composition are discussed in [20]–[23] using MASs. However, the proposed multiagent-based negotiation mechanisms do not allow the clients/consumers to break the contract, once set, if the service does not satisfy the consumer needs. Contrarily, a multiagent-based cloud commerce model [24], [25] devises a complex negotiation mechanism, along with its “parallel” negotiation activities among the cloud stakeholders in interrelated cloud service markets, that is breach-able by the consumers after paying a certain penalty fee.

Cloudle [26]–[28] proposes a new architecture for cloud service composition consisting of a discovery agent, a cloud ontology, a cloud services database, and multi-crawlers for cloud. Cloudle allows multi-crawlers/agents to update the cloud services database, also build a new one in certain cases (e.g., none of the pre-defined services in the database satisfy the request), with the new services composition after scanning/surveying all available services. If none of the available services serves the requested composition, the multi-crawlers traverse the Web components and extract relevant services, in which case it will need to build a new database for those services, which is deemed a time-consuming process.
To sum up, there are many references on Web services and software agents; however, to the best of our knowledge, none has addressed the energy aspect of service composition on the clouds.

3 Problem Statement

In a traditional cloud service request scenario, a user sends a request to a service provider directly, or via a matchmaker, stating the specifications of the requested service(s). The provider should then find the appropriate service(s) that satisfies the order from a set of available services. This scenario becomes more complicated as the number of requested cloud services increase alike. Currently, locating the best-fit service that matches the user needs and the matchmaker’s aims is considered to be the most challenging task in multi-cloud environment due to many reasons ranging from (i) users’ requirements (e.g., high performance service with less payment), (ii) providers’ requirements (e.g., more income with less expenditure) to (iii) environmental requirements (e.g., less energy consumption and carbon emission). The current state-of-the-art solutions focus primarily on users’ requirements and providers’ requirements, as detailed in Section 2, whereas the primary aim of this paper is to propose and evaluate a high-end energy efficient service composition approach to address the overall amount of energy required by the appropriate composite services. In addition, Web Service Composition Problems (WSCP) over the clouds are often treated as classical search problems [29] with little attention given to the overhead of communicating over a network to perform service searching (refer to Definition 1).

In this paper, we identify the main actions that contribute to the overall energy cost of addressing WSCP: (1) sending and receiving information over a network, (2) brute-force searching cloud data center for matching Web services, and (3) cataloguing information about Web service locations in a central repository. We propose a distributed multiagent approach to addressing WSCP by reducing the amount of information sent over the network, using agent-based memory-driven approach to reduce the amount of service-location re-processing that must occur overtime and distributing the knowledge of services across several agents.

Definition 1. The service composition problem over the clouds is defined as finding a subset of services that can fulfil some request:

- Let \( q \in Q \) represents the composition request defined as a tuple \( \langle u, \{i\}, \{o\}, \{p\} \rangle \) where \( u \) is the user’s identity, \( i \) is a set of input information to be processed, \( o \) is a set of expected output information, and \( p \) is a set of user-preferences/restrictions governing how the data should be handled (e.g., users may specify that the data should not be processed out of some specified region).
- Let \( S \) represents the set of services in a cloud data center \( (S_C) \).
- The composition problem is to find a subset of services located across multiple cloud data centers to fulfil the request, such that: \( \forall q \in Q \exists s \in s_C \).

4 Model Definition

The proposed model facilitates the processing of WSCP requests by using two intermediate agents (Definition 2): (1) the matchmaker that works on behalf of the user to process requests, and (2) the cloud representative that works on behalf of the cloud data center to make meta-information available to the matchmaker (e.g., cost of services, energy efficiency and availability). Together, the matchmaker and representatives fulfil composite cloud requests that may only be fulfilled by finding services located in different cloud data centers (refer to Fig.1).

Proposals. The concept of a request proposal is introduced as a container for information that is passed between the matchmaker and representatives using a memory-driven approach. The output of the agent-representatives search of the cloud data center for suitable services is for zero-or-more proposals containing groups of services that can be used to transform the input data in some way. Incomplete proposals (i.e., a group of services that only partially transform the information) may be made complete by combining proposals or services located in other cloud data centers.

Regions. Regions are included within the model and the computational cost of interacting with entities far away. Any agent-matchmaker or agent-representative and cloud data centers that are based within the same area (defined manually or automatically based on relative network latency) are grouped as being within the same region and prioritized during the service composition search. Under circumstances where a user request cannot be complete within a particular region, we define a set of functions that allow matchmakers to transfer the user request and representative proposals to matchmakers in other regions for completion. To facilitate this, we assume the existence of an agent repository storing information about agent-matchmaker locations so that they may be contacted. Following the transfer of the request or proposal, the process of searching for services to fulfil the request is functionally similar to that previously described in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 (shown in Section 4.1 below). The purpose of geographical boundaries is to allow agents to build a historical database \( H \) of data centers that it can work with to encourage local optimization and to reduce the volume of requests that need to be outsourced to previously unused data centers.

Routes. In addition to considering the global distance between cloud data centers, agent-matchmakers and agent-representatives also consider the network routes available between each other. We assume the existence of many network routes available between users and matchmakers, matchmakers and representatives and representatives and cloud data centers. As agents make communications to other entities they also monitor the efficiency of the routes used to locally prioritize faster routes and responsive agents. Furthermore, we consider that routes are dynamic and so propose an update model that allows agents to periodically outside of normal operations traverse and measure the effectiveness of the route in terms of latency. In addition, as agents will be communicating and requesting information stored locally or available through other agents, we consider our solution a memory-driven approach.
4.1 Proposed Algorithms

Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 describe the functions of the agent-matchmaker and agent-representative, respectively.

**Definition 2.** The proposed agent model is composed of four main entities to facilitate the handling and searching of service subsets to fulfill a composite cloud request.

- Let $U$ represents the set of users that make requests.
- Let $M$ represents the set of agent-matchmakers that receive the initial request from a user $u \in U$. Note that several users may use the same agent-matchmaker.
- Let $C$ represents the set of cloud data centers containing services.
- Let $R$ represents the set of agent-representatives belonging to an individual cloud data center ($C_r$) that process requests from a matchmaker ($m \in M$).

Algorithm 1 lists the agent-matchmaker functions whose role is to interface with the user and cloud representatives. Matchmakers are geographically fixed agents within a region that receive requests $\langle u, \{i\}, \{o\}, \{p\}\rangle$ from users where $u$ is the users identity, $\{i\}$ is a set of input information to be processed, $\{o\}$ is a set of expected output information and $\{p\}$ is a set of user preferences for how $\{i\}$ should be processed. Following the submission of a new request, the matchmaker first checks whether a “similar” request has been processed in the past by checking whether it exists in a log of past composition requests. $H$ containing information about the location of services that can transform $\{i\}$ to $\{o\}$. The current events are dynamically appended to the historical log $H$ after each successful composition request has been fulfilled to increase the speed at which services are located over time. If the request cannot be fulfilled by knowledge from $H$, a search of data centers within the agent’s local region begins. Several pieces of information are combined to decide the order in which data centers are searched for composite services. Firstly, a geographical region is defined for each matchmaker containing all of the available data centers and representative agents that can be contacted. For data centers within this region, two pieces of information are used:

1) $info_{dc}$ containing meta-data about the data center’s services (e.g., service cost and energy efficiency). This information is periodically sent from the representative agent to the matchmaker during off-peak times.

2) $info_{route}$ contains information (e.g., congestion and latency) about possible physical routes that can be taken between the matchmaker and the representative agent. Using this information in conjunction with any user preferences (e.g., to prioritize service speed over cost), the matchmaker decides the order in which data center representatives are contacted.

Algorithm 2 lists the cloud representative functions whose role is to search for the data center that it has been assigned to. Upon receipt of a request from a matchmaker $\langle m, \{i\}, \{o\}\rangle$ where $m$ is the matchmaker’s identity, $\{i\}$ is a set of input information to be processed, $\{o\}$ is a set of expected output information, the representative performs a recursive search of the data center by finding any services
Algorithm 1 Agent Matchmaker Functions

Require:
\[ \langle u, \{i\}, \{o\}, \{p\} \rangle \in q \] a request from user \( u \) where \( \{i\} \) is a set of input information, \( \{o\} \) is a set of expected output information and \( \{p\} \) is a set of user preferences for how the request should be processed.
\[ C_{\text{local}} \leftarrow C_{\text{local}} \subseteq C \] a set of cloud data centers in the agent's region (i.e., state, country or continent).

Define:
\( H \) is a database of past composition requests and how they were fulfilled.
\[ \text{info}_{\text{route}} \leftarrow \emptyset \] ordered information about the possible routes and their efficiency to the agent representatives (\( R \)) and data centers (\( C_{\text{local}} \)).
\[ \text{info}_{\text{dc}} \leftarrow \emptyset \] ordered information about the data centers (e.g., energy efficiency, average cost).
\[ \text{info}_{\text{state}} \leftarrow \emptyset \] Information obtained from agent representatives.
\( \text{resp} \leftarrow \emptyset \) the service composition response from \( \text{SearchDatacenter}(\{i\}, \{o\}) \).

1: for \( \langle u, \{i\}, \{o\}, \{p\} \rangle \in q \) do
2: if \( q \subseteq H \) then \( \triangleright \) If components of the request have been processed in the past, use that knowledge to directly contact the correct cloud data center.
3: PollRepresentatives(\( \{i\}, \{o\}, H \))
4: else
5: PollRepresentatives(\( \{i\}, \{o\}, \emptyset \))
6: end if
7: end for

8: procedure PollRepresentatives(\( \{i\}, \{o\}, \{p\}, H \)) \( \triangleright \) Contact a representative to search for services matching the input and output information.
9: for \( \langle \{i\}, \{o\} \rangle \in q \) do
10: \( \text{info}_{\text{state}} \leftarrow C_{\text{local}}.\text{ShareState} \) \( \triangleright \) Begin recursive search of data centers for matching and missing services.
11: if \( p = \text{cost saving} \) then
12: for \( \text{cost} \in \text{info}_{\text{dc}} \) do
13: \( \text{resp} \leftarrow \text{SearchDatacenter}(\{i\}, \{o\}) \) \( \triangleright \) Will return either a complete service composition, partial service composition or null.
14: end for
15: end if
16: if \( p = \text{efficiency} \) then
17: for \( \text{route} \in \text{info}_{\text{route}} \) do
18: \( \text{resp} \leftarrow \text{SearchDatacenter}(\{i\}, \{o\}) \)
19: end for
20: end if
21: if \( p = \text{region specific} \) then
22: for \( \{ C | C = \text{region} \} \) do
23: \( \text{resp} \leftarrow \text{SearchDatacenter}(\{i\}, \{o\}) \)
24: end for
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
28: \( H \leftarrow \text{resp} \) \( \triangleright \) End once service composition is complete or searching is exhausted.
29: return \( \text{resp} \) \( \triangleright \) Update the log with the service location.
30: return \( \text{resp} \) \( \triangleright \) Return response to user.
31: end procedure

that match \( \{i\} \) or \( \{o\} \) as the respective inputs or outputs. In the case where a request can be fulfilled by a single service, the information is processed and returned to the matchmaker. However, if the request is composite, the representative will recursively search for services that can be linked together to transform the input data \( \{i\} \) into the output \( \{o\} \). The outcome of the process is to either find a subset of services that can fulfill the request or propose partial solutions that can transform the input data in some way, but not fully produce the output. Partially complete proposals that are returned to the matchmaker may be fulfilled by performing the same searching process at different data centers. Under circumstances where the matchmaker has the option to choose from several proposals that can fulfill the user request, the user preference and meta-data about the cost and energy efficiency are used to decide which service composition should be used.
Algorithm 2 Agent Representative Functions

Require:
\[ \langle m, \{i\}, \{o\} \rangle \in q \text{ a request from matchmaker } m \text{ where } \{i\} \text{ is a set of input information and } \{o\} \text{ is a set of expected output information.} \]

Define:
- \( C \) is a set of cloud data centers.
- \( c' \in C \) the identity of the cloud data center the representative is assigned to.
- \( S \) the set of services in \( c' \).
- \( H \leftarrow \emptyset \) a log of past composition requests and how they were fulfilled.
- \( C_{\text{local}} \leftarrow C \subseteq C \quad \triangleright \text{The subset of cloud data centers in the agents local region (i.e., state, country or continent).} \)
- \( info_{\text{route}} \leftarrow \emptyset \) ordered information about the possible routes and their efficiency to the agent-matchmaker \((m)\) and data centers \((C_{\text{local}})\).
- \( info_{\text{dc}} \leftarrow \emptyset \) ordered information about the data centers (e.g., energy efficiency and cost).

1: \textbf{procedure} SearchDatacenter(\{i\}, \{o\}) \quad \triangleright \text{Process incoming requests from matchmakers to search the data center for matching services.} 
2: \quad \textbf{for } s \in S \textbf{ do} \quad \triangleright \text{Recursively find services with matching input or outputs.}
3: \quad \quad \textbf{if } s_c \in S = \{i\} \lor s_c \in S = \{o\} \textbf{ then} \quad \triangleright \text{Add any services that can work with the requested information to } S'.
4: \quad \quad \quad S' \leftarrow s_c \quad \triangleright \text{Add any services that can work with the requested information to } S'.
5: \quad \textbf{end if}
6: \quad \textbf{end for}
7: \quad \textbf{if } \exists \{i\} \in S' \land \{o\} \in S' \textbf{ then} \quad \triangleright \text{Return the services if the request can be completed in full.}
8: \quad \quad \textbf{return } S' \quad \triangleright \text{Return the incomplete request to the matchmaker.}
9: \quad \textbf{else if } info_{\text{route}} > route \in info_{\text{dc}} \textbf{ then} \quad \triangleright \text{If it’s faster to contact other representatives directly than send data to the matchmaker.}
10: \quad \quad \textbf{SearchDatacenter}(\{i\} \in S', \{o\} \in S') \quad \triangleright \text{Find missing the missing services.}
11: \quad \textbf{else}
12: \quad \quad \textbf{return } S' \quad \triangleright \text{Return the incomplete request to the matchmaker.}
13: \quad \textbf{end if}
14: \textbf{end procedure}

15: \textbf{procedure} ShareState() \quad \triangleright \text{Process incoming requests from matchmakers to share information.}
16: \quad info_{\text{state}} \leftarrow \emptyset \quad \triangleright \text{Empty set of information to share with the matchmaker}
17: \quad \delta \leftarrow \text{current time} \quad \triangleright \text{current offpeak time range}
18: \quad offpeak \leftarrow \text{current offpeak time range}
19: \quad \textbf{if } \delta \in \text{offpeak} \textbf{ then} \quad \triangleright \text{if it’s faster to contact other representatives directly than send data to the matchmaker.}
20: \quad \quad info_{\text{state}} \leftarrow \langle \text{isOffpeak, true} \rangle \quad \triangleright \text{if it’s faster to contact other representatives directly than send data to the matchmaker.}
21: \quad \textbf{end if}
22: \quad \textbf{return } info_{\text{state}}
23: \textbf{end procedure}

4.2 Case Study

To illustrate the agent-based model, a simulation using WSDL-defined services (Table 1) from the ICEBE05 dataset [30] was performed. ICEBE05 Web service datasets are originally auto-generated from software by the ICEBE05 organisation. It has been publicly available by Web service research community to solicit algorithms and software to discover pertinent Web services and compose them to make value-added functionality. Within the dataset composition services are represented by the input and output data used to transform the input information into the output result.

The type of data is abstracted using unique 11-digit codes (e.g., [P37a4226984]) representing that information (refer to Table 1). Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the simulated environment with three users (namely: User-0, User-1, and User-2) making composition requests, the process of which is described as follows: the simulation begins with a user (User-1) submitting a request to transform the input data [P37a4226984, P79a7296189] to the output data [P90a6939861]. This request is sent to an agent matchmaker (Matchmaker-1) which, using previously described performance metrics, selects a cloud representative to search first (Rep-3). The cloud representative, which is responsible for searching the cloud data center (Center-3), either identifies services which can be used to fulfil the request or communicates that no services satisfying the users requirements. In this example, three services, 16, 100, and 141 (refer to Table 1), were identified as being able to contribute to the user’s request. While the identified services cannot complete the user’s request directly, they can be used to partially transform the data and with the use of additional services, complete the request. Services 141 and 16 were returned as a partial proposal and service 100 was returned as a separate proposal. Details of the three services are then
Table 1
WSDL Services consisting of input and output information (abstracted using a unique 11-digit code) where input data is required to run the service and output data is produced as a result of running the service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service No.</th>
<th>Input Data</th>
<th>Output Data</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>[P79a7296189, P37a4226984]</td>
<td>[P93a0686486, P11a9459124, P22a4008387]</td>
<td>data center 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>[P11a9459124, P93a0686486, P22a4008387]</td>
<td>[P62a7398547, P90a6939861, P71a7297795]</td>
<td>data center 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>[P22a4008387, P11a9459124]</td>
<td>[P90a6939861]</td>
<td>data center 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>[P37a4226984, P79a7296189]</td>
<td>[P11a9459124, P22a4008387]</td>
<td>data center 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>[P37a4226984, P79a7296189]</td>
<td>[P22a4008387, P11a9459124]</td>
<td>data center 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Agent and environment variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Routes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Regions</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Data centers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Users</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Users Per Matchmaker</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request Size</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2
The simulated cloud environment containing users, agent-matchmakers, agent-representatives and cloud data centers.

sent back to the agent matchmaker (Matchmaker-1) who contacts other representatives (Rep-1 and Rep-2) to search for composite services that can transform the data further. Services 76 and 96, found at a different data center (Rep-2), where found to be able to be combined with service 100 to produce the required data transformation and were both returned as proposals to the matchmaker. As new proposals are submitted to the matchmaker, it can select the best possible composition to fulfil the users requests based on their requirements. The matchmaker can, therefore, select the most efficient service to be used to process the data.

5 SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

In this section, a discussion about the implementation of the proposed simulator, including how the model entities (e.g., agents and cloud data centers) are simulated, as well as an explanation of the underlying variables is provided. A new simulator was required to fully take advantage of the multiagent-based architecture and to allow measurements of individual actions taken by each agent. The simulated environment holds three dynamic entities: users, agent-matchmakers and agent-representatives. The cloud data center is treated as a static entity that may be queried by the agent representative to find corresponding Web services that match a request. Cloud services are extracted from the ICEBE05 dataset [30] and distributed randomly between the available cloud data centers. Cloud requests are made by the user to the agent-matchmaker for fulfilment.

Within the simulated environment, a number of variables control the number of entities and complexity of the WSCP. Table 2 lists several parameters, of which, No. Routes and No. Regions controls the operating landscape by defining the number of possible routes between the user and agent-matchmaker as well as the number of routes between the agent-matchmaker and agent-representative. Each cloud data center belongs to a particular region which simulates the geographical distance between clusters of cloud data centers. The variables No. Users and No. Users Per Matchmaker simulate the number of users that can make requests and the number of users that are assigned to a particular matchmaker. In this paper, we focus on one user that submits requests to evaluate the effectiveness of the architecture and leave discussion of request parallelism for future work. Finally, the variable Request Size controls the number of services required to transform the request input into the desired output.

The aforementioned simulated environment can be viewed graphically as a set of nodes representing the entities and edges representing the propagation of information and user requests (Fig. 2 showing the interaction of 3 users, 2 matchmaking agents and 5 representatives).
To evaluate the proposed model the ICEBE05 dataset [30] was used to search for solutions to randomly generated WSCPs. Composition services were randomly generated by finding series of Web services that when ordered, would transform some initial input data into the requested output data. The complexity of the WSCPs are controlled by the number of services available that can fulfil the request as well as the length of the problem.

The baseline algorithm for searching services to fulfil the WSCP uses an exhaustive search of the environment, and is computationally similar to algorithms that do not make use of the proposed additional features. The baseline algorithm performs a randomised search of the available cloud data centers for the desired composition of services and represents how search would be performed without the memory of past composition requests and information about the likely location of composition parts. The evaluation metric is *Number of Actions*, which is a counter of actions performed such as sending and receiving requests and searching cloud data centers for matching services. Of the available actions that increment this metric, searching the cloud data center for matching services increases the value the most as it corresponds to the computation cost of iteratively searching for information. In this way, exhaustively searching cloud data centers for matching services is costly and is avoided.
in the improved algorithm. The improved algorithm uses agent memory of past searches to allow agents to find whole or partial services compositions without having to exhaustively search a cloud data center. The reduction in the number of actions needed to fulfill a request results in a less computationally expensive solution to the WSCP.

For the experimental setup, 5 iterations of 20 WSCPs were created by the user and tested under the baseline exhaustive algorithm and the improved memory-driven approach. For each of the 5 iterations, a new randomly generated environment was created from the ICEBE05 service files [30] and simulator parameters (Table 2). The number of actions used to fulfill the 20 requests are shown in Fig. 3. The number of actions needed to fulfill the request is largely governed by the complexity of the randomly generated WSCP, however, for each of the tested cases, the proposed improved algorithm outperformed the baseline. The degree of improvement made over the baseline is governed by the relevance of previously processed requests, such that, if the previously fulfilled requests contain services that can be used for the current WSCP, then the improvement is greater as the amount of exhaustive searching required is reduced. Additionally, Fig. 4 shows the results of 20,000 users interacting with both the baseline and agent-based systems (using 50 agent matchmakers and 30 data centers). The results show a decrease in the average number of actions and a decrease in the overall energy cost resulting from the use of the agent approach. The trade-off in the system is an increase price cost due to the use of preferential web services to reduce the energy cost.

The benefit of using agent-based memory to distribute the burden of processing WSCPs between agents results in a less computationally expensive search of the environment.

6.1 Partial Observability

The proposed solution to solving WSCPs assumes the limitation of partial observability, e.g., the location of all services are not known at all times. Other works that use classical graph planning solutions, such as [29], assume a higher degree of observability and knowledge of the environment which is unrealistic given the amount of services, cloud data centers and the computational cost of maintaining the knowledge. Our proposed solution finds a middle-ground by logging information about complete WSCP solutions to increase the search performance.

6.2 Energy Efficiency

In addition to making improvements over traditional exhaustive search algorithms, the proposed system makes use of metrics such as service energy efficiency and the traversal time of routes between communicating entities. Where multiple services from different cloud data centers can be used to fulfill a request, the agents use the two aforementioned metrics to decide which service should be used to fulfill the request.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of 50 composition requests performed in succession with the same agent-matchmaker. The baseline search algorithm (Fig. 5), does not make use of the proposed agent functions and simply searches the available cloud data centers for corresponding services. Three variables are used in the analysis: (1) Search actions represents the number computational actions performed in the search for matching services (e.g., searching the data center and sending network messages to and from the agent representative). This feature is a general measure of how much work is performed to complete the composition request with lower values representing a more efficient search. (2) Energy cost represents the cost associated with searching for services within the cloud center. Each service has an associated energy cost which corresponds to the computation cost of using the service. (3) Memory cost is an agent-specific measure of the data remembered between composition requests (i.e., the location of past successful compositions). Over time the memory cost increases as more information about the locations and meta-data regarding statistics about the cloud data center are stored.

The benefit of having an agent-based memory function rather than a central system is that agents can in effect “specialise” their memory for a group local users that make use of the agent’s services, for example, the agent may store information unique to a set of user requests that may not be useful for other user requests. In a central repository, all information for all users would be processed to find the relevant information, however, in a decentralised user-group system such as this, the relevant information can be found quicker as non-relevant information is stored elsewhere. For the baseline search that does not utilize the agent memory functions, this remains at a constant zero cost. The average action cost for the baseline approach is 46584.3584 and for the agent-based memory-driven approach is 24452.7752 making the agent system on average 52% more efficient.

In comparison to the baseline, the memory-driven agent search incurs a memory cost but due to the off-line meta-data gathering functions and memory of past compositions, the cost of search overall is reduced. While the memory cost is an additional burden on the agent-matchmaker, in future work we aim to consider ways to distribute this cost between the users so the burden of storing the data is reduced.

Energy efficiency is an important factor to consider for web services compositions, although many research papers (See Table 3) often overlook it for more traditional evaluation criteria such as the composition time or cost. However, other approaches such as [37] focus on energy consumption of the physical data centers’ infrastructure.

6.3 Price Efficiency

The simulator was expanded to consider the cost of obtaining services from cloud data centers. Each data center location has an associated timezone and several hours declared as being off-peak, during which the cost of using the services is reduced. The baseline and energy efficient algorithms do not consider the price in their compositions while the cost efficient algorithm, which functions similarly to the energy efficient algorithm, however prioritizes cost over energy. The off-line meta-data gathering function from the previous section is used to build a timetable of cloud data centers that are in their off-peak timezone and are given priority when cost efficiency is required. Experiments have shown that the energy efficient algorithm is on average more than 50%
efficient in searching the cloud data centers compared to the baseline (owing to the agent memory and efficiency prior-
ization), however, the cost efficient algorithm is typically less efficient than the energy efficient approach, providing a 10-20% cost reduction, as shown in Fig.7. The prioritization of these two features can be set by the user to reflect their individual needs.

6.4 Model Vulnerabilities
While distributed agent-based systems offer improvements over monolithic processing approaches, they necessarily incur costs that can limit the effectiveness of the system. The proposed model described in Section 4 relies on the use of distributed agents capable of storing information about past events. As a result, additional memory is required for each agent to be able to store past events which adds an additional cost and overhead to the system. This cost is managed by only storing fully complete past events (i.e., no partial or incomplete WSC proposals) to reduce the amount of information stored. Furthermore, as with any distributed agent-based approach, high availability is required to ensure that processing can take place in real-time without delay.

The benefit of employing multiple agents rather than handling all requests through a central system is the distribution of work that can be spread across the whole network. Rather than having one location that may suffer
Table 3
Performance comparison of related works by approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Evaluation Criteria</th>
<th>Evaluation Result</th>
<th>Considers Energy Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [31]</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>Response Time, Reliability, Cost</td>
<td>1060.8ms, 29.06%, $1060.8</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. [32]</td>
<td>Approximation Algorithm</td>
<td>Run Time Cost</td>
<td>16-453ms depending on network structure</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karimi et al. [33]</td>
<td>Culture Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>Composition Time</td>
<td>450-500ms</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parhi et al. [34]</td>
<td>Agent Ontological Approach</td>
<td>Average Execution Time, Search Efficiency</td>
<td>0.0006-0.0007ms, 55-60%</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akinwunmi et al. [35]</td>
<td>Trust Based</td>
<td>Round Trip Time</td>
<td>301ms</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [36]</td>
<td>NetMIP, WebCloudSim</td>
<td>Resource Consumption, QoS optimality, Computation Time</td>
<td>2,453 bytes on average, 1.0 on average, 80ms</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [37]</td>
<td>Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm</td>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>Saving 35% of Energy of Active Servers</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [38]</td>
<td>Skyline Component Computation</td>
<td>Reliability, Time Cost</td>
<td>Saving 35% of Energy of Active Servers</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7
A comparison of the cost of using the baseline algorithm, the agent-based energy efficient algorithm and the adapted agent-based cost efficient algorithm.

from localised problems such as routing errors or loss of power, the network of agents can provide a more available and robust system to handle requests. The disadvantage of this approach is that each agent is smaller in capacity than any central system and as such cannot handle as many concurrent requests. Within the simulator, multiple users can interact with a single matchmaking agent to represent concurrent compositions (see Fig. 2), however we leave a discussion on the actual capacity of those agents to future work in a live environment where the hardware capacity of an agent can be studied.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a Multiagent architecture for processing web service composition requests. Using a combination of agent-matchmakers that process the requests of the user and agent representatives that mediate communication between the matchmaker and cloud data center, our Multiagent-based approach, driven by localised memory, has shown to be an effective way to perform cost and energy efficient search of the cloud network. Evaluated on the ICEBE05 dataset, the agent-based memory-driven approach of remembering successful past service compositions for use in future events improved the action cost (a measure of how much work must be done to fulfil the request) by 52% making the system as a whole an efficient way to fulfil composition requests.

Further, as part of the future work, the proposed multiagent-based approach will be put in practice on a real world multi-clouds system in order to examine its viability and applicability on such complex real scenarios.
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